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Abstract 
The paper presents in incise terms the operational meaning of contextual 
learning. It also x-rays the content of three distinct contextual 
learning • models and majored essentially on the novel model. The 
novel! model in question- is a twelve component model with its 
characteristic -features explicitly explained. Also, the significance of 
this novel model in teaching and learning in general equally forms a 
major sub-segment of the paper. 

Introduction 
Contextual learning occurs when our learners apply as well as experience what is being 

taught, referencing real life problems associated with (heir defined roles as household members, 
students, workers and societal members. It is the kind of learning that enables learners to reinforce, 
expand and apply their academic knowledge and skills in a variety of in-school and out-of-school 
settings in-order to solve simulated or real world problems. In contextual learning, learners relate 
subject matter to real world situations (Scoll and Glynn, 2003). 

Contextual learning is a constructivist approach to learning (Imei, 2000). The constructivist 
learning theory holds (hat individuals learn by interacting with and interpreting their immediate 
environment (Brown, 1998). The foundation oflhis constructivist approach to learning is based on the 
maiden proposal by John Deweys' progressivism which advocates for a curriculum and teaching 
methodology that is tied to a child's interest and experience, blending the mind and body, linking 
academics to application and as such education should be life itself, and not a preparation for life 
(Dewey, 1916). It is the belief of Dewey that the school must create communities of learners in which 
experience, scientific methods of discovery, cooperation and democracy in the learning environment 
are emphasized (Kineheloe, Slattery; Steinberg, 2000). 

All over the globe, emphasis,.on education is shifting towards making learning more 
meaningful to the learner by relating the subject to learner's prior experience. In this view, the real life 
application of the studied becomes obvious to the learner who is no longer in a fix, doubting the 
purpose for studying a new knowledge. These among others remain the content doctrines of 
contextual learning advocates (Kelter and Arnold, 2003); (Smiths, 2003); (Scott & Glynn, 2003); and 
(Tippins, 2003), among others. 

Many Contextual Learning Instructional models exist in literature, but only three of such shall be 
examined in this exploratory study. The three CLI models include; the Centre for Occupational Research 
and Development (1999) model, (he Northwest Regional Education Laboratory (1999) model and the 
Scott & Glynn (2002) model. Reviewing these CLI models is necessary as it will help to show the 
relationships that exist between and among models. This will influence the development. of the novel 
model used in this paper. 

a. The CORD CLI Model 
REACT is an acronym which the Center For Organizational Research and Development 

(CORD) uses in representing the five teaching strategies that makes up their contextual learning 
model. The five teaching strategies as represented in the REACT model include: R - Relating; learning in 
the context of life experiences. 

E- Experiencing: learning in the context of exploration, discovery 
and invention.  

A - Applying: learning when knowledge is presented within 
the context of its use.  

C - Cooperating: learning through the context of interpersonal 



communication, sharing etc. 
T - Transferring: learning by using knowledge in a new context 

or Situation (CORD, 1999). 

b. The NREL CLI Model 
This is another CLI mode! made up of six key elements of contextual teaching and 

learning. 
Some of these key elements conform with some strategies in the RIZACT model. The six key 
elements 
of this model are: 
i. Meaningful   Learning - the  understanding, personal  relevance and  valuing that 
a  learner attaches to the content of what is \o be learned. Learning is perceived as relevant to 
their lives. 
ii. Applications of Knowledge - the ability to see how what is learned applies to other 
settings 

and functions in the present or future. 
iii. Higher Order Thinking - The  learner  is required to use critical  and creative 

thinking collecting data, understand in g an issue, or solving a problem,  
iv.     Standards-related Curricula- the content of the instruction related to a range and 
variety of local, state, national, association and 01 industry standards. 
v. Cultural Responsiveness - educators must understand and re-spec! lie values, beliefs, 
and 

customs of students, fellow educators and the community in which the educate.  
vi.         Authentic Assessment'- the use of multiple assessment strategies that validly 

reflect       the actual outcomes expected of the learner. These can include assessment 
of student projects and activities, use of portfolios, checklists, and observation guides 
as well as having students become active participants in  assessing their own  
learning and  using each  assessment, (Northwest Regional Education Laboratory 
(NREL), 1999). 

c. The Scott and Glynn 
This model is made up of six learning strategies, most of which agree with the two models 
above. The components of this mode! are: 

i. Problem-based -Inquiry Learning - students are given either a real or simulated problem and 
must use critical thinking skills and inquiry to solve it.  Ideally, they will need to 
draw 
information-from other content areas. Problems that have some personal relevance to the 
students are the best choices to encourage maximum participation and learning, 

ii. Cooperative Learning - students work together in small groups and focus on achieving a 
common goal through collaboration.  Bach student within the group makes a significant 
contribution to the goal, 

 iii.         Project-based   Learning' -' students work   independently or  collaboratively.  
There   is    an emphasis on constructing realistic work products, 

iv. Service Learning - students apply knowledge and skills to fulfill needs within their 
own 
community through project; and activities, 

v. Work-based   Learning - learning  is  accomplished  through  activities  in  the  
workplace or simulations of such activities. The relevance of learning to career is emphasized. 

vi. _ Authenlic Assessment - students are evaluated by means of their performance on 
tasks that are representative of activities actually done in out-of-school settings 
(Scott & Glynn, 2003). 

In the CLI models above, certain features arc common while others are peculiar to a 
given model. All the same, indispensable features of these models are incorporated in the novel 
CLI model developed by the researcher which guided the CLIP used in this article. ' 



d. The Novel CLI Model 
The novel CLI model developed by (he researcher is an instructional model 'that is made 

up of twelve major components with clear-cut functions. The components of the model is 
diagrammatically represented below: 

Fig. 1: Williams' CLIP Model 

 

Statement of Instructional Objectives -- Is a cardinal component of the model under 
view. The model maintains that the teacher would have to state in clear terms what is expected of the 
learner at the end of instructions as evidence that the learner has really learned. However, such 
instructional objective must be specific on who the learner truly is, the behaviour expected of (he 
learner, the conditions under which the learner is expected 1o perform and the minimum level of 
acceptance - the degree, (Kent & Fredrick, 19.%}'and Dike (!989). These features of 
instructional objectives emphasize the concept of target audience analysis. That is, determining 
whose ones real audience is. 

Acquainting Learners With the Objectives of the Lesson - Is necessary as (hat will 
enable Ihe learner to have a clear focus on what would be required of him at the end of the lesson. 
This is part of the authentic assessment proposed by Cindy in her contextually based lesson as 
reported by Smith (2003). Cindy stresses on the importance of informing students on .everything 
that they will be evaluated on. In the study, for her consumer classes, she indicates that 

, When (hey go through and have to evaluate it, they am think about 
i t . . .and 
(hen when I give them their grade back, its not a big surprise...when 
you 



don't give them everything that they're going to be evaluated on. it s  
always 
a problem for we didn't know this was a par! of our grade. You didn’t 
tell us 
this is what we’re going to be graded on, we did know that we had to 
do 
this ..... here it's spelled out and now its clear (Smith, 2003. pg. I'D. 

Identification of Templates: These are references that enable learners to construct 
purposeful meaning in the relationship !':at exist between each unit of a lesson and a typical real life 
situation. For example, the cement block used in building a house could serve ;is a veritable 
template to anchor the concept of a cell in living organization. Thus, identification of templates 
helps to anchor a lesson so that learners can construct purposeful meaning of the novel 
concept/idea. This will serve as a good measure of set induction. To anchor 3 novel experience on a 
temp fate familiar to the learner has been proved to increase recall and performance (Tippins, 
2003). 

Relating Lesson to Real Life Applications also makes the model contextual. Here, 
learners should be made to see where and how the lesson applies in real life situations. The main 
bone of education in the developing world is students" inability to apply knowledge to teal life 
situations hence; there is a lacuna between knowledge acquisition and their real life application 

Presentation of Problem Situations will 'create an inquisitive and creative mind in the 
learner, as the learner learns on how to handle problematic situations. Therefore the Socratic or 
guided inquiry technique becomes an enviable tool. 

A functional education can only be possible when and where learners are made to see the 
everyday application of what is studied while at school. This phase will immensely contribute to 
career education in no small way a.-; idling lesson to real life application is a hallmark of nil (he 
contextual models that exist in literature (CURD, 1999; NREL, 1W; and Scott & Glynn, 2003). 
Nancy, a high school science novice (ea-' ' .e> in he. introductory biology class adopted problem based 
strategy in her contextual lesson, hi . t h i s  lesson, students were provided with a data (able on an 
overhead project (OHF), summarizing human population size in an imaginary island as a function 
of time in years. She provided students with a series of challenging questions, to provide an 
explanation for the numerical fluctuations observed in population size and to present (heir results 
graphically. The students were left to address the questions individually. They used the scientific 
inquiry paradigm to formulate their own hypotheses about the population fluctuations ever lime. 
They used their hypotheses to make predictions. Finally, the students were asked to prepare a 
written analysis of the process they used to evaluate the problem. This unit required the transfer of 
quantitative skills learnt in mathematics to the science classroom (Keller & Arnold. 2003). 

 

Grouping Learners is also required by the model. However, learners could be 
allowed to choose partners while the teacher ensures that each group is not made up of 
learners of the same intellectual ability. When a learning group is not homogenous in terms of 
intellectual ability, there is bound to be cross fertilization of ideas among group members. 
This would encourage partnership study. 

Establishment of Activity - Laden Session would ensure learner's active 
participation, full engagement, practical'' activities and obliteration of boredom. This will 
automatically affect the duration of the lesson. Hence, block scheduling is recommended. 

Encouragement of Constructive Noise or Structured Chaos equally makes the 
model contextual. That the mode! advocates for interactions between and among learners, 
noise that is aimed at learning should be tolerated, a trait that is in variance with the 
traditional classroom. 

Establishment of Caring Learning Community that sees itself as people who 
should coexist, sharing ideas and knowledge together, is also a major component of the model. 
In a true caring community, members see themselves as belonging to one family, born by 



one father, hence, must share things in common. In such caring community, there is 
maximum cooperation, understanding and relationship among members. This should also be 
the spirit in the class advocated by the CLIP under reference. To ensure proper relationship, 
the class size should not exceed thirty. 

Field Trips and the Use of Community Resources to enhance teaching and learning 
should be fully integrated. The model advocates for regular field trips to sites, whether natural 
or man-made. The aim is to make the lesson real. However, the students should be allowed to 
interact as group members. The use of community resource experts in a given 
field/profession is also another viable option. 

Students Ownership should be encouraged. Rather than spoon-feed students 
with information and knowledge, they should be made to find out information and knowledge 
themselves. Therefore, the use of project methods, lake home assignments, presentation and 
discussion of groups' project/assignment are required.. 

Assessment of Learning Outcome strictly based on the objectives of the lesson is 
also part 
of the contextual learning model. ' 

Therefore, in the design of an instructional package, it is cardinal that these 
components 
become integral parts/This is necessary as the central focus of the model is relating a lesson to 
its real 
life applications, while changing the conventional role/position of the teacher/learner 
(Williams, 
2005). . . .  

Significance of The Williams CLIP Model 
The society stands to gain from the rich resource of this Contextual Learning 

Instructional Package (CLIP) model. The society is a supra-system, -and her sustenance is a 
product of varied factors, essentially the human resources and her activities in contextual life. 
The inability of learners, for instance, to relate what they learn in school to real life situation in 
the supra-system is adjudged a bane of the Nigerian educational system. This Contextual 
Learning Instructional Package model seeks to provide-the society with the required and ripe 
human resource for the attainment of a self-reliant nation as we!! as a great and dynamic 
economy. The nation will not consist of an assemblage of job seekers rather job generators 
who will be able to see the relationship between academic contents studied while in school 
and their real life applications. Such job generators will use knowledge . acquired while 
studying social insects and flowers for ornamental values, for export as well as for domestic 
markets, respectively. The economic implication of such trend is quite obvious. This novel 
CLIP model therefore, is going to be a sure panacea to the unemployment problem in the 
society. 



 

Professional is a stakeholder in a contextually developed curriculum that is developed with the model in 
view. 

In research and development, the quest is on adding of new knowledge to existing ones. The 
model therefore will add to a new knowledge in this direction as well as provide another veritable area 
of research interest to researchers. A new paradigm "shift or community of scientists is bound to be 
created. This is obvious because of the potentials of the CLIP model which are capable of arousing 
the curiosity of researchers in this area. If the claim is that the model will improve achievement, it is 
likely to attract the attention of researchers. . 

And the model will also be of significance in instructional design in Nigeria as a whole. This is 
because the CLIP model ensures not only the statement of instructional objectives, but also include 
making such objectives known to the learner beforehand. Other reasons include; establishing 
templates on which lessons are anchored, real life experiences that -relate to the lesson, problem, 
situations, collaborative learning, activity laden sessions, caring learning community, field trips, 
authentic assessment, etc. 

If these and others are what the contextual learning instructional package model is capable of 
achieving, then the significance of the model is superb and goal oriented. 

Conclusion 
This article has thrown more light on the subject of contextual learning. Also; the author has 

proposed a twelve component instructional model that is geared toward improved -teaching and 
learning if tenaciously adhered to. Hence, the gross influence of the model to various facets of life. 
was also established. 
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